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Built Environment Forum Scotland (BEFS) is an umbrella body for organisations working in the built 

environment in Scotland. Drawing on extensive expertise in a membership-led forum, BEFS informs, debates 

and advocates on the strategic issues, opportunities and challenges facing Scotland’s existing built 

environment. BEFS is a supporting member of the Climate Heritage Network. 

Other relevant consultation responses from BEFS can be seen below, as many issues overlap and demand 

associative consideration: 

• DELIVERING NET ZERO FOR SCOTLAND’S BUILDINGS – HEAT IN BUILDINGS BILL : CONSULTATION (08/03/2024) 

• ENERGY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATE REFORM (16/10/2023) 

 

BEFS will be responding only to relevant questions of the consultation, as below: 

Chapter 3: A new home energy modelling ecosystem 
 
4 What are your views on using the open-source code as the approved methodology for regulatory uses of 
the Home Energy Model? Please provide your reasoning and any supporting evidence. 
 
BEFS is broadly in agreement with the principle of using open-source code as the approved methodology and 
would support Historic Environment Scotland (HES) view that this ‘would require an assessment of the risk of 
modifications which could inadvertently or purposefully affect the underlying principals of the Home Energy 
Model. Where such a risk is identified, preventative measures should be put in place.’ 
 
5 What forms of collaboration would you be interested in for future development of the Home Energy 
Model codebase? Please provide further details. 
 
BEFS would support a collaborative approach and would highlight the opportunity for a code that considers 
traditional buildings. 
 
6 What are your views on our assessment of issues with the current SAP delivery model? Please provide 
your reasoning and any supporting evidence. 
 
BEFS broadly agrees with the assessment. 
 
8 What are your views on revising the database of product characteristics (currently the “PCDB”) for the 
Home Energy Model? Please provide your reasoning and any supporting evidence. 
 
BEFS would highlight HES comment that ‘care needs to be taken in the use of manufacturers’ data around 
the performance characteristics of a specific product. There is potential risk in assuming 
that product data is accurate’ and that ‘data collection procedures should be independent of product 
manufacturers, to ensure accurate and impartial data.’ 
 
Chapter 4: The new Home Energy Model – an overhaul 
 
17 What are your views on the ability of the Home Energy Model to model energy flexibility and smart 
technologies? Please provide your reasoning and any supporting evidence. 
 

http://climateheritage.org/
https://www.befs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/BEFS-HiB-Consultation-Response-0603202415.pdf
https://www.befs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/EPC-Reform-Final.pdf
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BEFS would also highlight HES comment that ‘the ability of the Home Energy Model to model energy 
flexibility is welcome. It is important that this takes into consideration the performance characteristics of 
traditional buildings – for example, the way in which thermal mass can balance heating and cooling. 
Including consideration of overheating of buildings is also important in this context.’ 
 
Chapter 5: What is inside the Home Energy Model? 
 
18b What are your views on the methodological approach for calculating fabric heat loss? Please provide 
your reasoning and any supporting evidence. 
 
BEFS recognises the work undertaken towards an accurate approach. We agree with HES view that ‘the key 
for ensuring that traditional buildings are properly treated comes in ensuring that U-values which underpin 
the assessment – particularly for walls – are accurate. Considerable work has been undertaken within RdSAP 
to ensure that this is now the case. It is important that this work carries over into the methodology 
underpinning the Home Energy Model.’ 
 
18d What are your comments on the methodological approach for calculating infiltration and/or 
controlled ventilation? Please provide your reasoning and any supporting evidence. 

BEFS has previously noted that traditionally constructed buildings and modern constructed properties differ 
in how they function; as such a more nuanced approach to measuring energy efficiency to accurately reflect 
performance is required. As HES states ‘care needs to be taken to ensure that the performance of traditional 
buildings is accurately reflected, and not penalised due to a lack of data around airtightness’. 

 

  
BEFS responses to a number of Consultations in relation to the Built Environment can be found at: 

https://www.befs.org.uk/resources/consultations/ 
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